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	Title: Disinfecting with Boiling Water: Does it Make Objects Safe?
	School: Corwin International Magnet School, Pueblo
	Sponsor: Sharon Knight
	Abstract: The purpose of this investigation was to test if boiling objects in water would clean them to a level that is safe for human use. I hypothesized that if I boiled objects in water for different amounts of time, that the longer I boiled the objects, the less bacteria would grow, and therefore the cleaner they would be.

The experiment involved setting up five petri dishes. The petri dishes were labeled: “Control,” “One minute,” “Five minutes,” “Ten minutes,” and “Twenty minutes.” Five reusable metal straws were used for twenty seconds each, and then boiled for different amounts of time. I swabbed the straws where my mouth had touched and transferred that sample to each labeled petri dish. The samples from the straws were allowed to grow for seven days before I recorded my observations of any bacteria that grew.

My first trial was not successful because no bacteria grew. I recreated the experiment for my second trial, and this time I used an incubator to store the petri dishes at a warmer temperature. Bacteria did grow, and all of the samples supported my hypothesis. There was no visible bacteria growth after ten minutes or twenty minutes. These findings lead me to believe that boiling water does act as a disinfectant.
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